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29 March ‘15, the people of NSW 
went to the polling booths. The key 
focus of the campaign for the major 
parties was the “poles and wires”  
sell off but in the end it was a matter 
of the people “sticking to the devil 
they know rather than the devil 
they don’t”. The Baird Government 
claimed victory around 9:30pm that 
night, despite a 9% swing towards 
Labor and the Green Party making 
ground with a four seat win.  

It was interesting to note the media 
focus for the “off Broadway battle” 
by the micro parties for the Upper 
House seats, where legislation and 
reform can be blocked. This came 
down to a battle between the No 
Land Tax Party, the Christian  
Democrats and the Animal  
Justice Party. Two weeks post  
election night vote count some 
controversies that included a  
death threat, unpaid staff and  
alleged tampering of the electronic 
vote counting system. The No Land 
Tax Party was edged out by the  
Animal Justice Party who took the 
final seat in the legislative assembly.

Though the Land Tax Party didn’t 
get the numbers to hold a seat, it 
was good to see a land tax  
focused party take a stance on 
much needed property tax reform 
in NSW and bring into spotlight  
the sentiment felt by NSW  
property investors. Week’s after  
the Coalition’s win Joe Hockey  
announced a national focus on  
taxation reform. 

POANSW will be participating in 
a focus group discussion with the 
national treasury, but in the end  
will this simply boil down to state 
treasury making reform decisions? 
The GST placed under the  
spotlight. For more information 
please visit: www.bettertax.gov.au. 

Baird’s immediate post election  
cabinet reshuffle has meant yet 
another Fair Trading Minister being 
replaced. POANSW wasted no  
time in making contact with the  
new Minister to continue our  
lobbying on important matters. 
Further details on page 14. 

Over the years tenancy, strata and 
building reform has meant added 
health and safety compliances for 
property owners. As such, POANSW 
has decided this should be the focus 
of our next seminar; invite  on page 
4. We encourage your participation 
in this all-important topic.

Short-term holiday lettings. An  
interesting case study to read on  
the outcome of a long David v  
Goliath style legal battle between 
an Owners Corporation and a lot 
owner in one of Sydney City’s  
high profile strata communities. 
Article on page 10.

The Sydney housing market is 
constantly in focus of the media; 
unaffordibility being the key focus. 
Where are we headed? Is the bubble 
going to burst? Banks tightening 
lending, discussions of removing 
negative gearing.  
 

Is this the emergence of market 
slowdown? Our very own James 
Ruben gives his insight on page 16.

Thank you to those members and 
guests who attended our 6 May 
2015 AGM. and for re-electing  
your working committee for  
another year. A warm wintry  
hello to all existing and new  
members who joined since  
our last publication.

- JOHN GILMOVICH

PReSIdenT’S RePoRT : APRIL - AUGUST 2015

  
WELCOME TO OUR 
NEW MEMBERS: 

J. Nolan
M. Alvares 
J. Nihil 
W. Watson 
F. Lewis 
J. Ekert 
M. Poole
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PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION Of NSW INC. presents...

DATE: 
Wednesday, 
7 October 2015  

TIME:
7:30pm - 9:00pm
 
PLACE:
The Hughenden Hotel,  
14 Queen St, Woollahra

COST:
Members - Complimentary  
Guests - $15 entry fee

RSVP:
By 26th September.  
Contact The Hughenden Hotel  
Ph: 02 9363 4863  or Email: 
reservations@ 
thehughenden.com.au

GUEST SPEAKERS /  
PANEL OF EXPERTS

Abe Strbik  
Director of ABE Consulting has over 15 years of building 
code consulting experience in the areas of accessibility,  
fire safety and building legislation and is a Member of  
the Association of Accredited Certifiers.

John Gilmovich  
Current President of POANSW & Committee Member of  
the Property Management Chapter of REINSW has 23 years 
of “hands on” property management experience in dealing 
with maintenance issue, legislation, litigation and  
case studies.

Mark Dodgson 
Current Committee Member of POANSW, a registered  
pool certifier, building consultant and licensed builder  
has expertise in the area of property health and safety  
compliance in NSW and will bring you up to date on  
matters concerning swimming pools/spa, ballustrades, 
smoke alarms and asbestos safety requirements in  
rental property.    

BOOk EARLY, POPULAR TOPICS 
Of DISCUSSION, SEATS ARE LIMITED!

CURRENT 

FOR LANDLORDS
PROPERTY COMPLIANCE CONCERNS 
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CAUTIon on HoUSInG fRom RbA, SmSfS TAKe noTe 

Self-managed superannuation 
funds (SMSFs) are heavy investors  
in property as this asset class is 
often considered a safer  
investment than equities and 
a stronger performer than cash. 
However, recent comments from 
the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) 
highlight the risks that all investors 
face in buying residential property.

ThE RBA SAID  
LAST MONTh ThAT 
ThE CURRENT 
STRonG RUn UP  
IN hOUSE PRICES 
MAY ExPOSE  
INvESTORS TO 
RISkS Of LOSSES 
LATER ON.
“Ongoing strong speculative  
demand would tend to amplify  
the run-up in housing prices and  
increase the risk that prices in at 
least some regions might fall  
significantly later on” the RBA said  
in its Financial Stability Review.

“In the first instance, the  
consequences of such a downturn 
in prices are more likely to be  
macroeconomic in nature because 
the effects on household wealth 
and spending would be spread 
more broadly than just on the  
recent property purchasers.  

However, the further housing prices 
fall in that scenario, the greater the 
chance that lenders would incur 
losses on their housing loans.”

These are sobering words from the 
central bank. So perhaps it’s time  
for an asset check. What exactly is 
the exposure of the SMSF to the  
property market?

SMSFs had invested a total $69.9  
billion in non-residential Australian  
property as at December 31, 2014. 
The accumulated value of  
residential property held by SMSFs 
totalled $21.1 billion, representing  
a combined 16% of all SMSF  
investments of $91 billion.

However, once you consider that 
most SMSFs are heavily invested  
in big bank shares, you can  
understand that their exposure  
to the housing sector is in fact  
much greater. All the big banks are  
heavily exposed to housing loans, 
and in each case, the value of their 
loan book easily exceeds their  
market capitalisation.

So, if banks do incur losses on their 
housing loans as is suggested as a 
possibility by the RBA, then SMSFs 
could be in for another hit if their 
bank stock holdings lose value or 
they underperform the broader 
share market. At the moment, 
there is no sign that the banks will 
slow down their mortgage lending 
because it is, simply, too much of a 
money spinner. While there is talk  
of the government introducing 
lending controls, that’s all it is, talk.

So how much do SMSFs have to 
invest? A lot. SMSF assets jumped 
almost $10 billion to $553.7 billion 
over the December quarter of 2014, 
up 23% according to data from the 
Australian Taxation Office (ATO). 
SMSF investments in Australian 
shares struck a record $176.2  
billion in the December quarter,  
accounting for around one-third  
of SMSF assets. 

Cash and term deposit investments 
stood at $156.7 billion, which  
represented 28% of SMSF assets.  
So, while SMSFs like property, they  
love cash and shares too. And they 
need to park it somewhere.

But once you consider the exposure 
of self-funded retirement investors 
to property taking into account 
their own homes, then you realise 
their exposure to property, like that 
of the big banks, is great.

Indeed, Australians hold most of 
their wealth in property. Household 
Australian net worth rose to $7,884 
billion in the December quarter, 
made up predominantly of $5,386 
billion of property and another 
$3,961 billion of various financial  
assets, less $2,087 billion of debts.

Net worth rose $190 billion from  
the September quarter, boosted by 
a whopping $101 billion of property 
gains alone, outstripping financial 
asset gains of $53 billion. Those 
numbers from the Australian  
Bureau of Statistics released last 
week reveal the strength of the  
Australian housing market. SMSFs, 
like most other investors, have  
enjoyed this run up in prices.

But it makes sense to keep the 
words of the RBA at hand: the risk 
of falling house prices is real and is 
growing with the gains, reflecting 
that property is a volatile growth  
asset that needs to be recognised 
by investors as exactly that.
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A recent NCAT briefing session 
on Strata & Community Schemes  
outlined the performance and  
communication strategy of the 
newly organised Tribunal and  
some proposed changes.

Stuart Westgarth from NCAT gave a 
summary of the NCAT performance 
statistics for the first quarter of 2015 
which included an unexplained 
17.7% reduction in the number of 
dispute lodgements compared 
to the March 2014 quarter.

During the Quarter there 
were 312 applications 
lodged in the Strata &  
Community Schemes list: 

•	 221 Strata Scheme  
Adjudications

•	 6 Community Scheme  
Adjudications

•	 83 Strata  
Scheme Hearings

•	 2 Community  
Scheme Hearings.

66% of applications were lodged  
by lot owners, 33% by owners’  
corporations and 1% by other  
parties. 8% of all applicants  
requested orders about by-laws; 
15% of all applicants sought  
interim orders; and a further  
13% sought penalty orders.

75% of all matters were resolved by 
adjudication; the remainder were 
resolved at hearings.

The statistics showed 86% of Strata 
& Community lodgements were first 
heard prior to the target date of 56 
days from first lodgement. There 
were a total of 71 lodgements in  
the Strata & Community category.

The NCAT target is to resolve 80%  
of adjudications within 12 weeks 
but only 31% of lodgements 
achieved this target.

About 82% of lodgements were  
finalised at or before the  
first hearing.

The NCAT target is to resolve 80%  
of final hearings within 16 weeks; 
69% of lodgements did achieve  
this within the 16 week target.

Mark Harrowell, deputy  
chairperson from NCAT outlined 
changes since the formation of 
NCAT. These included revised  
procedures, many more hearing 
locations throughout New South 
Wales, the use of the Evidence  
Act as the basis of hearings, and  
a 28 day limit to put a defence  
to a lodgement.

He outlined a Communication  
Strategy which includes social  
media presence on Facebook  
& Twitter, presentations at  
community and stakeholder  
events, a new eNewsletter for  
external subscribers outlining  
legal issues, educational sessions  
for NCAT staff, and the formation  
of Liaison Groups and  
Consultative Forums.

The objectives of the NCAT  
Communications Strategy are:

1.  To raise awareness and  
understanding about NCAT  
and to promote and maintain 
confidence in its role in the  
NSW civil justice system

2. To equip one-time users  
and frequent users with  
information that empowers 
them to participate effectively 

in the Tribunal’s processes 
3.   To facilitate the  

consistent and timely  
delivery of information to 
NCAT Members and staff, 
and external stakeholders 

Communication activities  
undertaken under this 
Strategy include  

developing educational  
resources end providing  

information seminars, which 
will focus on assisting people 

to better understand and actively 
participate in the NCAT process.

External target audiences identified 
under this Strategy include:

•	 Tribunal users (both parties and 
representatives) - one off and  
frequent users

•	 Potential Tribunal users/ 
general public

•	 Professional associations,  
industry representative groups 
and advocacy groups

•	 State Government agencies,  
including other courts  
and tribunals

•	 The media

nSw CIVIL & AdmInISTRATIVe TRIbUnAL bRIefInG  
INTO STRATA SChEMES

THe nCAT TARGeT 
IS To ReSoLVe 80%  
Of ADjUDICATIONS  

wITHIn 12 weeKS bUT  
onLy 31% of 

LodGemenTS ACHIeVed  
THIS TARGeT.
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Mr Harrowell went on to discuss  
the draft response to future  
applications. This letter to  
people applying for adjudication 
outlines the process for lodging 
submissions, inspecting the file  
following close of submissions,  
replying to submissions, and  
information about the dead line  
to submit replies to submissions.

A DRAfT LETTER  
IN RESPONSE TO 
REqUESTS fOR  
ExTENSION Of 
TIme To LodGed 
SUBMISSIONS  
WAS TABLED BUT  
UNLESS ThERE  
ARE ExCEPTIONAL  
CIRCUMSTANCES 
NO ExTENSIONS 
WILL NORMALLY  
be GRAnTed.
There was some discussion  
on lodgement fees which are  
applicable to different classes of 
lodging parties but current fees  
are not proposed to change. 

Landlords in Sydney are continuing to find it easy to secure tenants,  
according to data released by the Real Estate Institute of NSW.

Vacancy rates were 1.9 per cent in April, the same level as the  
previous month, despite changes across all metropolitan areas.

AvAILABILITY IN INNER SYDNEY fELL 
fRom 1.9 PeR CenT To 1.7 PeR CenT, 
WhILE OUTER SYDNEY INCREASED 
fRom 1.7 PeR CenT To 2.0 PeR CenT 
AND MIDDLE SYDNEY DIPPED fROM 
2.3 PeR CenT To 2.1 PeR CenT.
REINSW President Malcolm Gunning said inner-Sydney vacancy rates 
peaked in February at 2.4 per cent and that stock levels are likely to 
rise again as more new apartments near completion in the  
coming months.

This will see vacancy rates start to trend upwards again, which will  
provide a wider selection for those looking to rent,” Mr Gunning said.

Availability in the Hunter region jumped from 3.1 per cent to 3.9 per  
cent, with Newcastle rising from 3.4 per cent to 4.6 per cent.

Wollongong rose from 1.0 per cent to 1.8 per cent, which resulted in 
the Illawarra region increasing from 1.0 per cent to 1.3 per cent.

In regional areas, the hardest place to find rental accommodation  
was the Northern Rivers region, which was steady at 1.2 per cent,  
and New England, which fell from 4.0 per cent to 2.5 per cent.

Availability in Coffs Harbour increased from 2.3 per cent to 3.1 per 
cent and the south-eastern region fell from 5.3 per cent to  
5.1 per cent.

SYDNEY vACANCY RATES  
RemAIn TIGHT
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Source: SQM Research.

The number of households in  
Australia is projected to increase  
by 4.3 million over the next 25 years, 
with people living alone expected 
to be a significant driver, which  
will add to demand for more  
affordable housing.

According to new projections from 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
(ABS), the number of households 
will rise to 12.7 million in 2036,  
an increase from 8.4 million  
households in 2011, with the  
ageing population behind a big 
increase in sole-person households.

Indeed, as the population ages,  
the number of Australians living 
alone is projected to experience  
the most rapid increase of all  
household types, rising by up to  
65 per cent over the next 25 years 
to be between 3.3 and 3.4 million 
households by 2036, up from 2.1 
million in 2011, the ABS said  
last week.

At the same time, couple-only  
families are projected to  
experience the largest increase   
of all types of families over the  
next 25 years, jumping to 3.8  
million families in 2036, up  
64 per cent from 2011. 

This is mainly related to the  
ageing of the population, with baby  
boomers becoming ‘empty nesters’ 
as their children leave home,  
according to the ABS.

So much so that the number of  
couple families without children is  
projected to overtake the number 
of couple families with children and 
become the most common family 
type in Australia, possibly as soon  
as 2023, the ABS said.

So what does this all mean for the 
property market? Even more 
pressure on housing.

As the population grows,  
more and more people will live in  
single-person households rather 
than live together under one roof. 
This will boost demand for one and 
two-bedroom units in particular as 
the need for smaller dwellings rises 
with the median age of Australia’s 
population. The median age is 
forecast to rise to 40.1 years in 2036, 
up from 37.2 years in 2011, while 
the proportion of the population 
aged 65 years and over is projected 
to be 20% in 2036 compared with 
14% in 2011.

Developers here will have a big  
opportunity to cash in on this  
ageing trend and build even 
greater numbers of high-density  
accommodation to house sole  
person households. And while 
developers will still build housing 
estates with pools and playgrounds, 
we can expect to see even more 
estates with golf courses and  
health centres.

More generally, Australia’s  
population is projected to  
increase by 45% to reach 32.4  
million people in 2036 from 22.3 
million people in 2011.  That  
represents population growth of  
almost 2% a year, which will still 
mean ongoing strong demand for 
houses. Most of the population will 
remain concentrated in the bigger 
cities of Sydney, Melbourne and 
Brisbane. So unless there is any  
drastic change by governments 
towards solving the housing  
unaffordability crisis, younger  
Australians will still struggle to  
own their own home.

But will our golden oldies be able to 
afford their own accommodation? 

mILLIonS moRe To LIVe ALone, PReSSURe on HoUSInG 

ACCoRdInG To new PRojeCTIonS fRom THe  
AUSTRALIAN BUREAU Of STATISTICS (ABS), ThE NUMBER 
of HoUSeHoLdS wILL RISe To 12.7 mILLIon In 2036, An 
InCReASe fRom 8.4 mILLIon HoUSeHoLdS In 2011, wITH 
THe AGeInG PoPULATIon beHInd A bIG InCReASe In  
SoLe-PeRSon HoUSeHoLdS.
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Not necessarily the way housing 
costs are going. The ageing of the 
population will mean comparatively 
fewer people are in the workforce, 
with one in five being aged over 65 
in 2036 rather than one in seven in 
2011. We can expect to see more 
seniors renting and more reverse 
mortgages being taken out as 
inevitably, some baby boomers will 
struggle to find their own funds to 
buy a home and will opt to share 
ownership with a bank or forgo  
the dream. 

On April 14, the Senate  
Economics References Committee  
is due to deliver its report on  
affordable housing. This report is 
expected to highlight shortfalls in 
affordable and age-appropriate 
housing, a shortfall which needs  
to be addressed to ensure older 
Australians remain healthy  
and productive.
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Source: SMH April 2015.

Managers of the apartment  
building at the heart of Sydney’s 
highest profile short-term letting 
battle have been ordered to stop 
weekend rentals immediately  
and cease holiday rentals from  
October this year.

The NSW Land and  
Environment Court  
has given Australian  
Executive  
Apartments,  
managers in  
the Bridgeport  
building near  
Macquarie Street, 
until September  
to stop letting 
apartments as  
holiday rentals.

They were ordered 
not to take any further 
units onto their list and to 
cease short-term letting  
entirely from September 30. 
They were also told to pay $10,000 
costs to City of Sydney, which had 
taken the action against them.

Residents frequently complained 
that Bridgeport was like a hotel  
as holidaying families, weekend  
visitors and party-goers came  
and went.

It has been estimated that about a 
third of Bridgeport’s 150 units have 
been rented as short-term lets, 
some as brief as two days, despite 
the DA zoning, which states that 
rentals should be permanent  
residential only, meaning a  
minimum of three-month stays.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Investor owners had been told by 
executive committee members that 
short-term lets were permissible 
provided they got visitors to sign  
a long-term residential  
tenancy agreement.  

 
 

 

But the land and Environment  
Court has ruled in favour of City of 
Sydney council, which challenged 
the legality of the agreements.

Meanwhile, owner-resident Trish 
Burt, has run a campaign against 
the short-term lets, including a  
website showing holidaymakers  
arriving in the lobby. She was  
routinely lambasted at executive 
committee meetings and even 
threatened with legal action for 
bringing the building into  
disrepute, with the executive  
committee proposing at one  
point to raise a $200,000 special 
levy to take her to court.

The Bridgeport building is popular 
with politicians from nearby state 
Parliament and for several years the 
building’s executive committee – 
including two government MPs  
and a leading real estate lawyer 
– had rejected attempts by some 
owners to force it to abide by its  
Development Authority.

Former Fair Trading minister  
Matthew Mason-Cox almost 

bought into the Bridgeport 
until he heard about the  
problems there. And  
Sydney MP Alex Greenwich 
lived there 10 years ago 
when, he recalls, he saw  
holidaymakers sleeping  
in the lobbies because they 
couldn’t get access to their 
rented units.

National party MP Thomas 
George, who narrowly won his 

Lismore seat at the recent state  
election, is deputy chairman of  

the Bridgeport committee. Former 
Liberal MP Garry Edwards, who lost 
his Swansea seat at the last election 
is also a member.

Edwards moved to Parliament’s 
cross-benches late last year after 
it was alleged at the Independent 
Commission Against Corruption 
that he had been given money by 
the then lord mayor of Newcastle 
Jeff McCloy.

John Williams, former State MP  
for Murray Darling, is the current 
executive committee chairman.  
A recent executive committee  
meeting was held in the National 
Party rooms in state Parliament.

Late last year, after years of  
complaints about council inaction, 
City of Sydney took the issue to the 
Land and Environment Court.

CoURT bAnS ConTRoVeRSIAL SHoRT-TeRm LeTTInG  
IN SYDNEY APARTMENT BLOCk

RESIDENTS  
fREqUENTLY  

COMPLAINED ThAT  
bRIdGePoRT wAS LIKe A  
HoTeL AS HoLIdAyInG  

fAMILIES, WEEkEND  
vISITORS AND  

PARTy-GoeRS CAme 
AND WENT.
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THe PoAnSw AdVISeS ITS membeRS wHo ARe THInKInG 
AboUT LeTTInG THeIR STRATA PRoPeRTy AS SHoRT TeRm 
HoUSInG... To SeeK AdVICe fRom THeIR LoCAL CoUnCIL 
LeP And obSeRVe THeIR STRATA by-LAwS befoRe  
doInG So AS THeRe mAy be ReSTRICTIonS.

“In November last year, the City  
of Sydney applied to the Land  
and Environment Court for an order 
restraining Australian Executive 
Apartments from marketing units 
within Bridgeport as short-term  
accommodation, which is  
unauthorised,” a spokeswoman for 
City of Sydney council told Domain.

This is the second building  
in the CBD where AEA have  
been prevented from offering  
short-term lets. In 2007, the Land 
and Environment Court rejected 
their application to turn the lower 
part of the Stamford on Kent  
building into serviced apartments. 

Meanwhile, it seems Bridgeport’s 
residents and investors are yet to 
be told that their building has been 
legally defined as permanent  
residential only.

“I don’t believe any Bridgeport 
residents or owners have received 
advice of the recent NSW Land &  
Environment Court decision,” Ms 
Burt told Domain. “I’ve not had 
anything from our strata manager, 
caretaker or executive committee.”

The POANSW advises its members 
who are thinking about letting  
their strata property as short term 
housing (under 3 months as  
defined by the Residential Tenancy  
Act 2010) or as a weekender/  
holiday letting to seek advice from 
their local council LEP and observe 
their strata by-laws before doing so 
as there may be restrictions.

Never assume that because another 
lot owner whether within the same 
strata plan or another has been  
conducting such a commercial  
enterprise that they have  
permission to do so. 

 Source: R.P.M. Online.

New figures have shown vacancy 
rates in inner Sydney are rising, 
along with those for the hunter  
and Illawarra region.

A report released by the Real  
Estate Institute of NSW (REINSW)
noted that inner Sydney has seen 
the greatest vacancy increase within 
the state, from 1.9 per cent in June 
2014 to 2.6 per cent in June 2015.

According to REINSW President 
Malcolm Gunning, it’s the highest 
rate since September 2005 when 
vacancy hit 3.0 per cent.

“The increase is due to a large  
number of apartments that have 
been released into the market, 
which are not moving as quickly 
as expected. This is good news for 
tenants looking to live in the inner 
city,” Mr Gunning said.

Middle Sydney declined from 2.1 
per cent to 1.9 per cent, while outer 
Sydney’s vacancy rate rose from 1.5 
per cent to 1.7 per cent.

According to Mr Gunning, the rate 
in outer Sydney remains tight  
because of lagging construction 
cycles and major infrastructure  
projects driving demand.

“We are seeing people moving from 
the mines to these areas because 
there are many jobs in construction,” 
he said.

“In the future you would expect to 
see rents rise in the outer suburbs 
and fall in the inner city.”

The Hunter region’s vacancies rose 
from 3.5 per cent to 3.8 per cent 
over the year.

Illawarra’s vacancy rate rose from  
1.8 per cent to 2.2 per cent, while 
Wollongong jumped from 2.1 per 
cent to 2.4 per cent.

fAVoURAbLe CondITIonS foR TenAnTS In Sydney And ReGIonAL
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The Minister for Innovation &  
Better Regulation, Victor Dominello, 
last week revealed long-awaited 
plans for strata reform with the  
release of two exposure draft Bills 
for final consultation.

“By 2040, about half of Sydneysiders 
will be living in strata,” Mr Dominello 
said. “The proposed reforms are  
reflective of present needs and 
future demands.

“People can now have their final  
say on the drafting of more than  
90 proposed changes to improve 
strata living including the perennial 
issues of parking, pets and  
passive smoking.”

Some of the proposed  
reforms include: 

• Measures to prevent  
overcrowding: Allowing  
Owners’ Corporations to make 
a by-law limiting the number of 
people who can reside in a lot 
(but schemes must still allow  
no fewer than two adults per  
bedroom), so that strata 
schemes are able to better  
manage overcrowding.

• Collective sale: 75 per cent of 
apartment owners will be able 
to agree to sell their unit block 
for redevelopment, regardless 
of the wishes of the other  
25 per cent.

• Parking control: More options 
for Owners’ Corporations to 
control unauthorised parking 
on common property,  
including the ability to enter 
into an agreement with the 
local council to manage  
unauthorised parking.

•  Pet-friendly model by-laws: 
Amended model by-laws to 
make it easier to keep pets,  
as opposed to automatically 
prohibiting pet ownership in  
a scheme.

• Smoking: Strengthening current 
laws, specifically noting that 
smoke drift can be considered 
to be a nuisance or hazard.

• Proxy voting: Curbs on proxy 
farming by limiting proxy votes 
held by one person, ensuring all 
owners get a fair say in the way 
their scheme is run.

• Renovation approvals:  
Introduction of a three tier  
approvals plan for renovations, 
so that minor cosmetic changes 
don’t require permission but 
major alterations need “special 
resolution” approvals.

• Tenant participation: Allowing 
tenants in schemes where the 
majority of units are tenanted 
to take part in Owners’  
Corporation meetings and  
have an elected representative 
on the strata committee, while  
respecting the financial  
decisions of owners. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

• Enhanced disclosure:   
Requirements for strata  
managers to declare any  
commissions they may receive 
from insurers.

(The above is taken from the  
NSW Fair Trading website. Go to  
www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au for full 
details of all proposed reforms.)

POANSW is conducting a  
comprehensive assessment of the 
reform package and will provide  
a written submission to the  
Government with feedback. 

We acknowledge that strata  
reform is incredibly important and 
we will continue to work with the 
Government to ensure that the  
new strata laws best serve the strata 
communities. The draft Bills can be 
viewed at www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.
au and will be open for feedback 
until 12 August 2015.

STRATA RefoRm TACKLeS PeTS, PARKInG And PASSIVe SmoKInG

[POANSW]  
ACKnowLedGe THAT  

STRATA REfORM IS  
INCREDIBLY IMPORTANT  

AND... WILL CONTINUE TO  
woRK wITH THe GoVeRnmenT  

TO ENSURE ThAT ThE  
NEW STRATA LAWS  

BEST SERvE ThE  
STRATA COMMUNITIES.
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Source: Smart Property  
Investor Online. 

A move by the financial regulator  
to limit the lending capacity of the  
big banks is likely to have flow-on  
implications for property investors.

After warning of “heightened levels 
of risk” in the housing market, APRA 
has ordered five banks to increase 
the amount of capital they are  
required to hold against their  
residential mortgage exposures.

ThAT MEANS ANZ, 
COMMONWEALTh 
BANk, NAB,  
WESTPAC AND 
MACqUARIE BANk 
WILL hAvE TO  
RETAIN BILLIONS 
Of DOLLARS  
ThAT WOULD  
OThERWISE hAvE 
Gone oUT In 
hOME LOANS.  
ThE RESULT IS 
LIkELY TO BE  
MORE ExPENSIvE 
moRTGAGeS  
AND REDUCED  
moRTGAGe  
vOLUMES.

The five banks hold an average of 
about 16 per cent equity against 
risk-weighted assets. That will rise to 
at least 25 per cent from 1 July 2016.

According to APRA’s most  
recent statistics, the five banks in  
question made 85.0 per cent of all  
owner-occupier loans in May and 
86.4 per cent of all investor loans.

This regulatory change will  
therefore “enhance the resilience”  
of those banks and the broader 
financial system, APRA said.
However, it applies only to the five 
banks, which use what is known 
as the IRB approach to credit risk. 
Australia’s other lenders use a more 
conservative system, known as 
standardised risk weighting.

Lifting the capital adequacy  
requirements is consistent  
with the program of the Basel  
Committee on Banking Supervision, 
an international body that has been 
working since the GFC to make the 
banking system more secure.

APRA said its new rule is a  
temporary measure, given that the 
Basel Committee has yet to finalise 
the relationship between the two 
credit risk systems.

Further changes to IRB mortgage 
risk weights could therefore be 
made, although that would be  
unlikely in 2015, APRA added.

Australian regulators are  
becoming increasingly concerned 
by what they believe is a growing 
amount of risk in the mortgage 
and housing system.

APRA’s submission to the federal 
Inquiry into Home Ownership said 
that while Australia’s system has 
historically been solid, risks have 
emerged and things can  
change quickly.

In March, the Reserve Bank warned 
that the strong investor market 
could trigger a jump in speculative 
behaviour and ultimately a  
“significant” fall in prices.

Moody’s, the prominent  
credit ratings agency, said in  
May that rising property prices  
and deepening housing market  
imbalances are increasing the risk  
of a housing crash.
 

ReGULAToR TAKeS ACTIon To ReSTRICT LendInG ACTIVITy
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AS YOU ALL kNOW 
ThE POANSW  
COMMITTEE hAS 
been woRKInG  
TIRELESSLY OvER 
MANY YEARS  
ON MATTERS  
PeRTAInInG  
TO PROPERTY  
OWNERShIP,  

and has had a flurry of ministers 
come and go over those years 
which has stalled our progress  
in receiving some answers,  
clarifications and changes to  
current regulations. 

Post this year’s March state  
elections it was announced  
by Premier Mike Baird that the  
new OFT portfolio, renamed the  
Innovation & Better Regulation  
portfolio, would be served by the 
newly elected member for Ryde  
Victor Dominello (pictured 3rd in 
from left).   

Dominello is a member of the New 
South Wales Legislative Assembly, 
representing the electorate of Ryde 
for the Liberal Party of Australia 
since 2008. He has previously  
served as the Minister for  
Citizenship, Communities and  
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs 
between 2011 and 2015, and the 
Minister for Veterans Affairs and 
Assistant Minister for Education 
between 2014 and 2015, in  
the O’Farrell and first  
Baird governments.

The POANSW wasted no time  
in calling for a meeting with Mr 
Dominello to continue discussions 
some contentious issue’s  
previously brought up with  
Mr Dominello’s predecessors: 

•	 Appointment of  
an independent  
Property Commissioner

•	 Strata title reform and last  
year’s POANSW submission

•	 Property tax reform, land tax 
and stamp duty inefficiency

•	 Exorbitant fire alarm call  
out fees

The POANSW were given only  
a 30 minute window to discuss  
the above matters and some of  
these could not be drawn to any 
conclusions. At this point strata  
title reform has surfaced as of  
utmost importance with a  
draft Bill issued for public and  
stakeholder input. We will keep  
you posted on all other matters.

PoAnSw meeTS new mInISTeR of fAIR TRAdInG (o.f.T)
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Source: Opinion by James Ruben - 
July 2015.

It seems that over the past few 
months, each day brings a new  
collection of articles from the  
financial press about the perils of 
the Australian property market. 
Phrases like ‘economic bubble’,  
‘overheated’ and ‘ready to crash’ 
seem to have become staple  
comments in the daily papers. 
Well known and respected  
members of the financial  
community and government  
have warned of the perils of the 
Sydney housing market.

This behaviour all seems  
somewhat alarmist.

YES, IT IS  
CERTAINLY TRUE 
THAT bUyInG A 
hOUSE IN SYDNEY 
IS ExPENSIvE AND  
A CHALLenGe  
fOR SOMEONE  
on An AVeRAGe  
SALARy. bUT, beInG 
ExPENSIvE AND 
DIffICULT TO BUY 
A PRODUCT DOES 
NOT NECESSARILY  
PRe-emPT A CRASH 
IN PRICES, OR  
INDICATE AN  
ECONOMIC  
BUBBLE.

A bubble, by definition is a  
situation in which asset prices  
appear to be based on implausible 
or inconsistent views about the 
 future. Put simply, a bubble  
happens where there is no  
economic reason for growth – 
in purely speculative markets.

While we may feel alone with our 
expensive housing, according to a 
recent study by international think 
tank Demographia, Sydney, while 
not cheap is more affordable than 
many other global cities, including 
Hong Kong, Tokyo, San Francisco 
and Vancouver. There is very little 
hype suggesting a bubble in  
those places.

Obviously it is difficult to identify  
a bubble while you are in it, but  
anecdotally, if we were in the midst 
of an economic housing bubble, 
every house sale would be teeming 
with investors. However, recent  
auctions that I’ve attended have 
been filled with young families  
and home buyers – all looking  
for a place to live, in an  
expensive market.

Logically there must then be some 
other driver for housing market 
growth. And, the economist in me 
tells me to start by looking at supply 
and demand.

Demand for housing ultimately 
comes from population growth 
(adjusted by household formation 
rate). The NSW Department of  
Planning and Environment says 
on their website that population 
growth has been for the past few 
years, and will continue to be until 
2031 around 100,500 people per 
year for greater Sydney. With a  
current household formation rate  
of 2.6 people per dwelling, that 
means there is demand for an  
additional 38,654 dwellings each 
year from now to 2031.

According to the HIA, total  
dwelling starts for the whole of  
NSW was around 12,500 in the 
past 12 months. It doesn’t take an 
economist to see there will be an 
undersupply.

There is plenty of demand. So, 
where is the supply?

The delivery of a dwelling requires 
significant investment over a long 
period of time. It needs to be  
remembered that developers  
are simply investors and will put  
their money where the return is.  
However, despite strong value 
growth, housing delivery has  
remained sluggish. Why? 
Even with the growth we have 
seen, maybe the return is still not 
high enough to warrant the type of 
investment needed.

Consider an investor with a small 
deposit and the ability to borrow  
to buy and build housing. The  
moment they enter the market,  
they are stung with taxes that are 
not levied on other investment 
class, including Section 94  
contributions, stamp duty on  
purchase, land tax during the  
construction period, GST on the  
sale (which second hand housing 
is not similarly charged) and capital 
gains tax on any profit. There are 
also significant costs involved in 
complying with multiple layers of 
complex and unfriendly planning 
laws that developers ultimately 
have to factor into their costs.  

Finally, with the current NSW  
planning system, it is often  
unknown exactly what will fit  
onto a site until the process 
begins. Doesn’t sound very  
attractive does it? 

bURSTInG THe bUbbLe myTH
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I am a perfect example of what  
is wrong with the system. As a  
property valuer, a land economist,  
a business consultant, I have  
previously developed and built 
multi-unit housing, adding to the 
housing stock. But, I wouldn’t do 
it again. Why? After 18 months of 
stressful construction, over $50,000 
spent on compliance issues with 
local councils, while working full 
time, and risking nearly $700,000 
that I borrowed from a bank, I made 
a whopping $40,000 in 18 months, 
and more than half of that was paid 
in tax. That was to deliver a dual  
occupancy (2 houses).
 
I am perfectly positioned to develop 
and deliver housing. I have the skill 
set, experience and capacity to do 
it. But, give me low risk, low taxed 
shares any day. The dividends even 
come with franking credits!

And, that is why housing isn’t being 
delivered. Because people like me 
look at the punitive compliance 
regulations and taxes that are levied 
on development, and when that is 
combined with the risks of finance 
and construction, and the planning 
process, it just isn’t worth it. Even 
in a market showing strong  
growth, I won’t be delivering  
anymore housing.

In summary, is there a bubble? I 
don’t think so. People are hesitant  
to invest in the construction of 
housing, and ultimately, 12 months 
from now, there will be another 
38,654 people looking for a  
place to live in Sydney.

Sure the market is cyclical, but we 
have a housing market propped  
up by poorly structured taxes,  
unnecessarily punitive planning 
regulations, which in turn are  
applied by overworked, slow and 
unenthusiastic public servants. 

So, the question is, how much  
will those 38,654 pay to live  
somewhere in Sydney? Because,  
the Department of Planning is  
confident that they will be here.

James Ruben AAPI (B.PropEc) is  
a Certified Practising Valuer in  
NSW and Queensland. He is an  
Associate member of the  , and holds 
an undergraduate degree in land 
economics. He has also studied as a 
post graduate within the law faculty 
at University of Technology, Sydney. 
He has worked in the property  
industry for 10 years as a valuer,  
property consultant, and advisor in 
both the private and public sectors.
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